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ΘΔΜΑΣΑ 
 

EXERCISE 1. Answer the following question in full: (1 p.) What must you do to prevent an enclosed space accident? 
 
EXERCISE 2. Explain the following terms: (2 p.) 

Trimming (in a bulk carrier),   oil dispersants,   container securing,   anti-sea clutter control,   SBM 
 
EXERCISE 3. Write the term: (2 p.) 

1. The size of an earthquake:  
2. Wind force 8 on the Beaufort scale:  
3. Visibility less than 1 km: 
4. Sheltered offshore anchorage area for ships:  
5. Piece of information written in a logbook:  
6. Equipment used to contain an oil slick:  
7. A complete list of items such as goods in stock:  
8. A dealer in supplies and equipment for ships:  
9. Height from baseline to uppermost continuous deck: 
10. Deflection of a compass needle caused by local magnetic influence:  

 
EXERCISE 4. Choose the correct alternative: (1 p.) 
1. The hand tool used to grip small objects and bend wire is called pliers/ scraper/ spanner.  
2. The tuning/ range/ gain control in the radar adjusts the sensitivity of the receiver.  
3. Do you have a removable/ revolving/ controllable or fixed pitch propeller? 
4. Fine, gentle rain is called drizzle/ blizzard/ shower. 
5. When the weather becomes worse, we say it deteriorates/ diminishes/ subsides.  
6. Sea state: light breeze/ hurricane/ slight 
7. If you discover a castaway/ stowaway/ shiphitcher on board, this is a breach of security. 
8. The accidental/ deliberate/ negligent fire on board is called arson.  
9. A GMDSS installation/ apparatus/ device is legally required by SOLAS 74.  
10. The distance between the water line and the top of the deck at the side is called draught/ beam/ freeboard. 
 
EXERCISE 5. Write the correct message marker to introduce the following sentences. (1 p.) 

1. .........  I will pass port to port.  
2. .........  Arrange for icebreaker assistance.  
3. .........  MV Trident, this is Rotterdam VTS, stand on.  
4. .........  Abnormally low tides are expected in the area.   
5. .........  My cargo is nickel ore.  

 
EXERCISE 6.  Fill in the gaps with the words in the box. There are extra words.  (2 p.) 

resuscitate, exposed, pulse, refloat, conscious, immersed, frostbite, stranded, maintain, regain, summon, post, collided 

 
► Hypothermia occurs when the casualty has been .......(1)....... in cold water for a length of time or is …(2)…. to cold wind. If the 

casualty is ......(3)......., they can be rewarmed in a warm bath. Also, look for signs of .......(4).... Monitor the casualty for 
breathing, .......(5)...... and temperature. …(6)... if necessary.  

► In a MOB incident, you must …(7)… visual contact and …(8) additional lookouts.  
► The vessel …(9) in shallow waters. We require tugs to ….(10).  
 

EXERCISE 7.  Fill in the announcement with the appropriate word/ phrase. (1 p.) 

PA announcement on emergency: Attention please, …(1) your captain …(2).. We have a minor fire in the galley. For safety 
reasons we …(3)….. all passengers to go to their assembly stations. I repeat,  all passengers proceed to your assembly stations. 
Wait there for further ...(4)......... I ask you kindly to……(5)….. There is no danger at …(6)... At our assembly stations one of the 
officers will perform a …(7)..... to check if any passengers are missing. Vessels .......(8)....... have been informed of our situation. 
There is …(9) to be alarmed. As soon as I have further information, I  …(10).. another announcement. 

 
Total: 10 points. Good luck!     Οι ειζηγήηριες   Μαρία Παναγοπούλοσ, Παραζκεσή Παπαλεωνίδα 


